
Easily manage and scale wireless connections with greater visibility into real-

time data usage and functionality on a single IoT platform at any time.

Instantly activate multiple SIMs and transfer SIM inventory across accounts. Easily manage 
instant SIM swaps, phone number changes, port requests, and suspending and restoring 
services across all devices on a single connectivity platform.

Receive real-time email alerts and access analytics on usage, activation requests, activation 
confirmation, international usage and overages, tickets, and billing to gain greater visibility into 
deployed wireless activations.

CAMP’s™ carrier-integrated APIs enable solution providers to manage instant activations, data 
usage, number change requests, tickets, and receive alerts in real-time.

GET REAL-TIME ALERTS AND ANALYTICS

COMPLETELY CONTROL WIRELESS DEPLOYMENTS

GET INSTANT DATA WITH CARRIER API

CAMPTM Platform Features

Simplify Wireless Connectivity 
Management with CAMPTM

Effectively managing wireless connectivity across multiple 
devices deployed in various locations can be complex for IoT 
resellers and solution providers.

CAMP™ enables solution providers to streamline wireless 
connectivity management to ensure a seamless deployment 
for their solutions and customers.



Validate connectivity prior to activation and view coverage levels and availability by zip code, 
address, or search specific locations to ensure your clients always have a reliable wireless 
connection.

Plan for future changes and avoid costly mistakes in managing activations, plan changes, static 
IPs, port requests, SIM swaps, and more by creating tickets and reminders in advance with 
CAMP™ Future Ticketing.

PLAN FOR FUTURE CHANGES

INTEGRATED CHECK COVERAGE

Easily toggle between rate plans to view plan details, pricing, and features compatibility to get 
the most cost-effective data plans.

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

Simplify Wireless Connectivity with Choice Business Connections
Choice Business Connections partners with IoT resellers and solution providers to deliver data, voice, 

messaging, and international plans that simplify wireless connectivity and maximize profitability. Our 

flexible connectivity solutions operate on the fastest growing 4G LTE network and CAMP™ is prepared 

for 5G connectivity to provide reliable coverage and international services.

By leveraging CAMP™, our partners can automate and streamline processes to improve wireless management of multiple 

SIMS. With access to real-time data and analytics, solution providers gain greater visibility into data usage and spend to 

minimize operating costs.

Simplify wireless management, streamline SIM activations, and easily access 

data to effectively oversee all wireless connections on a single platform.

SPEAK WITH OUR WIRELESS EXPERTS

CAMPTM Platform Features

https://info.choiceiot.com/request-a-consultation

